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ABSTRACT

Scores on three Measures'(the C,00perative Primary Read Test,

the Comprehensive Test of Basic ,Ski116, and a cillposit.:0 set of

intelligence tests) were compared for-twins frn differnt

populations (upper-middle and lower socioeconomic statu, black,

white, and Spanish-snrname). On all.of the measures tilere

1significant difference for ethnicity and socioeco. nomic sltatus.

Heritability ratios Varied for each population and.measule.
0

It was'concluded that extrapo.lating from.data on White middle
!

Oass twins (h2 .80) -is unwarranted and that fOr .other populations

heritability ratios are much lower.
p
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

impact of most psychological studies upon the general

public has been minimal with a few'notable exceptions. One

ofthe exceptidns has been the controversy/that has occurred

after the publication of articies examining hpreditaty fa(!tors

in determining intelligence, and, particularly hereditary factors

affecting di(ferences in intelligence between ra-cial and social
,

class groups (Jensen, 1968, 1969, 197W The popular notiod of

ag a fixed fabtOr seems to be made legitiMate by studies

which have pointed out .high heritability ratios thus giving an

j.
-apphrent justification to the existing 'group differences. in

, opportunity and affluedce. New trends in government policy

seem to indicate a'more fiscally conservative attitude for

gove'rnment spending as well, as in the general public view. It

takes littlimagination to envision studies favoring hered tary'

explanations for differences in performances being used to justify
y'

,economic cuticks in programs aimed at helping the didv.antaged.

(If compensatory-education failed because 80% of the variance

in inteltigence is due to genetic factors, why.try again and
,

again?) Social scientists have a responsibility to dempnstrate

any possible errors in such -views.. One way to do this is to

point out that heritability estimates are'a population statistic
.

and-always refer to a -specific Opulation, and thus will vary

fromgrouptogroup.The8infactor which has often been cited
V



irr the'literature reflects the sample selection (usually

white and middle-Aass) rather than a broad based A7andom
. _

sample ot all ethnic and socio-economic groups.

The impetus for the present stud)t. ciime from two- sources

varying greatly in their view. The first was Dr. Arthur

Tonsen's 1968 Harvard Edtitational Review article, and the

secAd Dr. Sandra Scarr-Salapatek's 1971 Science article

Aescribing an empirical study-of heritability factors in a

black and white population. While the reports differ.in their

philosop4cal orientation, methodology, and conclusion, both

emphasized the need for additiotal data from non-white famil-

ies. The Los Angeles area,.with its diverselethnic Opulation

and socioeconomic clas8 distributions seemed to be an ideal

area in which to collect ..smch data. Furthermore, school dis-

trict personnel had indicated that school records for the dis-

trict contakiled both achievement'and ability test scores for

individual pupils (prior to 197,1, at which timeonly group

data waS available) and a record of zygosity (determination

of identica) or fraternal twinning). This.paper presents the

of a study which examined heritability ratios for the

majot ethnic and socioeconomic groups in the Los Angeles

Unified School.District.1

All data collection was carried out under the supervision

of the District Research and Evaluation Staff.2 . After review-
/

ing the theoretical background, methodology, and the procedur-es

used to guarantee pupil anonymity, the Los Arigeles Board of

.EduCation approved the study wita the stipulation that at least.
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oneother.district agree to par icipate 3 and the. SLockton

School Districti4 was agreeable to this.

Twin Studies

To familiarize the nontechntcal readet wiEh the methodology

Col- twin studcr and the crieticisms made of such.studies, the'

remaindeiT of this section.briefly reviews some of the Current
)

work on twin studies. For a more elaborate discussion of the

4
rationale behind twin studies, the reader recommended to

$

.Vandenberg (1966, Contributions of twin research to psychology,.

Psychologidal Bulletin, '1966, Vol. 66, pp. 327-352, and for a

comprehensive discussion of differences In ability scores, the

reader is referred to Loehlinindzey,. and.Gardner's (1975),
4

Heredity0 and Intelligence:' This review will not deal with

the assumptions implicit ift twin studies'nor the criticilms

that Fiave been made of. these assumptions except for one criticism-

(

that seems of wajor importance" to the curfent auth'of the

assumption that environmental conditions are the same for iden-

tical and fraternal twins. ThiS does no% mean environments are

assumed to be the same for all twins, I;ut rather that some twins

of each tyi),e have the same general nvironment.

Recent evidence (Maccoby & Jacklin, 1975) in the areaof

sex difference n achievement seores related to the efect

of differential environmental inputs for male. and female children

would lead us to believe that the Niro mental differences

'for opposite sex fraternal tWin gets wou d be greater than

6nvironmenta1 differences for same sex fraternal Odin sets
et

(and for all monozygotic ewinset.s who are, by definition; of

the same sex). Recently Schwartz & Schwartz (1975) apd Gotbun^



64 Shield (1972) substantiated that the increased variation

'between opposlyt. sex twins in the grouP of twins labeled dizy-_,

gotic causes a distortion in the data and they therefore present

separately,the data for same sex and Opposite sex dizygotic

twins. Tk data in this study 'were also analyzed separately
4

for same sex and opposite sex dizygotic twins.

lfttelligence

The term intelligence has come into everyday use opoly in

the last 76 years'and prior to 1905 it's use was very rare.

Ln 1927 Spencer revived the Ciceronian word "intelligence"
41 which he. used to designate "the capacity for adaritation".

When viewed in this context, the continuing debate about

hereditary/environmental factors as determillants of intelligence

seems to lose force, for both heredity and envirpnment are

necessary for any adaptations to take.piace. However, in the

annals-of psychometric testing; intelligence has come to mean

that Aich intelligence tests measdre. Jensen has (1969)

emphasized that it is this,thd general factor common to standard

tests of intelligences arid.not a general mental ability (referring

to the totality of a person's mental capacit}01) that is at the

heart o,f the current controversy..

Estimates for heritability of intelligence (following the

efinition of fqptors common to standarAintelligence scores)

have been generally determinedifrom studies of related persons.

A simplification of the rationrn'or twin studies would 171.6 as

foll6ws: Since monozygotic twins (one egg cell twins) have the

4
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same genetic makeup any variation within twin pairs word

be due to environmental factors. Dizygotic twins (tw?legg.

twins) have only half of their.gers in commqn and anI varia-
-/

tion within the,twin set would therefore be due to both environ-

mental and genetic factors. By examining the amount of varia-
\)

.

lion between monozygotic twin sets in comparison to the amount
,

of variation between dizygotic twin sets (and examining sub-
I

stantial numbers of twins) estimation 'can be made about the

relative importance that genetic and environmental factors

have for the population under examination. In,,a 1963 review,

Erlenmeyer4imling and Jarvik reviewed fiity years of literature

deling with ge etics and intelligeywe. and-concluded that when

all the studie are reviewed, there is an overall orderliness

-L.

which is iMpressive. There is a near perfect match between

the median correlations and the'degree goof relatednesS of paired

indi4iduals, with a .5 correlation for cchildren from the,same

' parents raised.together :75 for monozygotic twins reared apart,

unrelated persons reared apart,.01, and unrelated individuals

reared together, .3.

40or
A few studies have compared the scores of identical tAns

reared together and those reared apart on the same measures.

Newman, Freeman, & Holzinger (1937) teported a correlation of

.77 for identical twins reared apart, wh4reas scores for fra-
,

ternal twins reared together correlate at only .63. Burt (1966)

reported even greatet differences, with a corielation of .93

for identical twins reared apart as oompared to a .6 for fraternal

5
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twins reared together. Du to the small number of .cases'.

involvingins reared apart., the greater number of studies

compare the divergence in.seores for large numbers of,identical

twins to the.divergence of scores for fraternal twins.

'Heritability oE intelligencp in the midoiple class white
AP

poputatiom has been estimated to atcount for 80% of the varf-

ance in I.Q. scores in many reports. Recent estimates by
4

Schwartz and Schwartz (1974) and Adams,'Ghodsian, and RiMardson

(1976) hafg offered conflicting ,eviden-qe for-lower and upoer

L - :limits on heritabiiities ofThental test perforlila-nce ;

estimare§,-were considerably lOger.khan th aiue off.,80.AktiMjYY
.

quoted in the literature, With Schwartz'S-estimating a

z6ro heritability factor. -The Adams et. aI. study was 'an

unusually comitete one in that the.datia are from alnation'ally

representative sampling of twins in England'and Scotland, .for

whom considerable information on biogralDhic,

and psychometric factors had been gathered ove,r a twenty year

period. This particular study is of interest because they also

found that not separating opposite sex from same sex dizygotic

twins produced a source of error in the identical-fraternal

twin comparison. Adaps et.al. reported correlations for the

same sex dizygotic twins as being higher (r.185) than those for

the Monozygotic twins (f.117) on nonverbal tests

Scarr-Salapatek (1971) has pointed out the fallacy of

asking the heritability of, I.Q. as a general question since

h'eritability estimates vary according to what skills are being
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t,

measured,
,

t what age,they are being measur,ed,'according

what measure-one(Jes1 an&accordtng to the genetiC and en *ron-
-; --, -1

mewal &iniposition of theopopulatbn under examination, She.,

.

-
- -.. , -

411110 S -. 6 tated there are?. four possible: ekplanations for the finqin.
, ,

of ,z6-o heritability (as reported by- Schwartz & Schwartz): I,

sv.t
'40".

that the measurement of thejihenotype,, (the observed charaCter-
:

tstic) is invalid or unreliable; 2, that there is no genetic

v4riability underlying the phenotype; 3, at all genotypes,
::

. .. .

,.. ->,,i.,.
.

,

. (vile underlying genetic pattern. which may or may: not be':exptessed
..,..

.
.

-4,

., phenotypically) are functionally equivalent in producing .the

phenotype; and 4, that other effects, overwhelm 'the genetic varia-

She cInclude,d that the fi17-'st two poss.ibilielieS do not

-seem likely as intelligence tests have been shown to have consid-

erable reliability,'
,

from group to group

and considerable variability ha's been found
. .

. Therefóre, possibilidies three and four

are left:, 1, that all genotypes are. functionally equivalent in

,,producing the phenotype or-2,'that other factors overwhelm the_

11

1.

genetic variability. Since an examination of all studia.a_

human familial gyoups, (each of wflich may be criticized for one
./

or more methodo ogic reasons) reveals an overall regularity of

:genetic simil arit y, i.e., that.genetically related persons are

more similar intellectually than unrelated persons whether they

I are reared together or'ndt, this eXplanation seems unwarranted.

Scarr-Salapatek Concluded, therefore, the possibility that other

factors oyerwhelm tfie genetic-variance was the stronget argument.

7
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Thee other ef.gects include tenvironmAital condition6, uneven

growth patlerns,..the particular pattern 9..f -skills "tested, and40
-various unspecified .conditi6ns .

Racial Differences- --
-fii,

'i.in 1969; Jensen-reViewed the major stuj el.s on heritability.

and concluded that the heritability of intelligence in the ..

, )
ie

\

middle class white population does 'account for about'80% of Che

s.

vaeiance in 1.Q. scores. -J4,,nsen goes.On to point cittt that

the-heritability ratiO of a characteristie (as,Scarr-Salapatek

has.' i,d) is a function of the'popuration in which it is- measured, A

Snd Chat social class atid racial group can be consideyed different.

.

\pdpulations. Ohe woqld, therefore, predict differenCheritability

for each of these populatiOns. Despite his disclaimer

t.,no adequate sxudy of heritability has beep based on samples
"

f.. 9.rb ,ack Population at that tithe, Jensen extrapolated from the
,

wealbable'whi;tekilAiddle class data to conclude. that the observed

differences between Black/White I.Q..scores probably reflect an
;

undeOlin4 sretic.-,difference.

The few, ,sttAdles that deal with non-whitei5opulations have

enpriwarily
),

composedof black and white twin,populations and

o-be no comparaUle data available-for the Spanish-

u-tfli le p in this country. Four fairly current'and one older
. ,

.., :..-.-
.

.

studoliiparing heritability ratios in United States for black
, ,

tsd-wlitte twins have been conducted. ThomlinSon (1944) found
. ,

.

-t

f.

Itrirability,ratio of .26-for-black twins which she attributed.

. /.::-v.
I t0,-0 restriction of the rani, in the sample r4ler than to a

,.,

--
\

8
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lower heritability ratio in black population.- Somewhat later

Vandenberg (1968) ppd Osborne (1968) tested blacic and whiue

IdenticaL and same sex fraternal twins and theit conclusions .

were s rikingly different. Vandenberg concluded there was.
. .

T.

good evidence Cot' the thesis that the .ratio between heredit-
-,

ary. potential and realized ability was lower for the bLa,ck

twins in his sample than for the white twins, whereas

Osborne concluded that the differences were not r'emarkable
1

and he did not support the hypothests,of different heritabil-

ity ratios for the white and black poRulations.4 .The fact

that these opposite conclusions were reached from examinations

"of the same data indicates the importance-of methodology in.

.twin studies. This discrepancy appears to be related to the

rather small sample of black fraternal twins in which the var-

iance,again was quite restricted.

in'another study, Nichols (1970) ieported that heritabil-

it.), ratios for intelligence among black twins were lower thah

heritpbIlity ratios for white twins. Aihe largest population' of'

black and white twins for whom ddta has been reported was that.

of Scarr-Salapatek (1971 S,cores for 506 pairs of black tWins

and 282 pairs of white twins were compared on a variety of

aptitude tests, and in generl twin correlation for the white\

sample tended to be higher than/ those.for the black sample.

Scarr-Salapatek also found that correlations for low socioeconomic

class were'loWer than those of the totql sample. Her study has *

received considerable criticism because the zygosity of the twin sets

;was determined by statistical procedures and hpr findings, therefore,

:s

9
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have not met with wide acceptance. Jensen (1973) recently

studied a substantial number of black hnd white sfbling pairs 4,

a0.reported similai correlattons-for the black-and white

sibling Topulation.

In summarizing the results of the above studies, Loehlin,

Lindsey,' and Spuhler (1975) report that methods relying on

within family variation (idelAiCal-fraternal twin differences)k

tend not to show consiStent differences in the heritability

of 1 .Q..clAween thc\ black and white4populations, whereas

methods that ,rely p'rimarily on ,bet!ween family variations such

as siblings studies sometimes do suggest lower heritability

ratios, They Also suggest that the lower heritability. ratio

Lends to be a'ssociated with a reduCed total varia'nce. Within

the black population.

CrOss Racial Adoption'

0

4

In addition to twin studies, Loehlin et al% also reviewed

interracial adoptions in this country and in Great Britain.

All of these interracial adoption studies occurred in one

direction, with white rad parents adopting another race child

into their family. lt is, therefore, not possible to look at

the opposite side of this question. The British study cited

which reported on intelligence data for ihite, black, and mixed

racial children (who,spent a considerabl portion ortheir life

in residential nurseries (Tizard, 1974) reported differences'

in I.Q. scores which tended to favor the non-white children

but the differences were not significant.

In recent studies of.illegitimate children in Germany

fathered by black and white soldiers, there %,,ere no overall

10



significant differences inII.Q. scores 'between the two groups

* of offspring. Loehlin'-also report-ed on studies comparing"t

extreme populations black children with 1.Q.'s above

140; and stated that-these -children had no larger proportion

of wigte ancestry than does the average black in the United States.

'ln an excsiting recent American Psychologist (1976)
.

article, Scare'reported on cross-raciftl adop-tion patterns in

the-Minnesota area. In this study, black and interracial

chiLdren were adopted by advantaged white families, and the

, effects of an advantaged environment could be evaluate'd morb

fully: She foUnd that black children reared in,advanvged

white homes scored-about one stahdard deviation' (15 Points)

above the average I .Q. (about 90) usually reported for brack

children, and she describes this increase to the common

cultural background of the white middle class and the .tost

items. She concluded that if, all black,children had eflvir?fl

similar to those provided by the adopting families, their

,1.Q. aores would average from 16 to 20 points higher than the
-A,

current quoted scores and thus the existing group differences

(about 10 15 points) would diSappear.

Study of Other Non-White Groups

Early studies of groups of other mixed racial background

are those of Garth (1931) who examined Indian and'part-Indian

subjects, and Pitschal and Sullivan (1924) Who examined Spanish-

surname populations in the Tucson area. Both studies ieported

a positive correlation in mental ability with the degree of

1 1



white blood in the population, and both repoi-t /(1 th(t mixed

groups superior to t\e all I'ndian groups.

.PasclIgl and Sullivan p925) studied 9 and 1.?, year old

4r6ninh-surname children ln the, public"school of Tucpon And

"reported the Spanish-surname Lliildren who ha: gre'lter Indian

1

'.origin had lower ifiental sbores, lower socioonomfcIstatus,

:and lower sehoOl standing than the Spanish7surname children

who had less Indian blOod. They also reported that children
1

frOm better socioeconomic status excelled those who came from
1

poorer homes in stature, schoo14,rades, andi mental scores

Reflecting the biaS of these 6aelier yearsj they do not hypothe-,,

size that skin color,may have created Aiffirential environments

for these children;, tutn, affectqd test and school

scores.
k

Fitzgerald and Luderin (1929) reportec Indian populations

as having lower I.Q.,,scores (A7.5) than die the white popula-
7

,

tion in their study. Using the Goodenough Draw-,A-Man test with

Hopi Indians, Dennis -(1972) found 'no iilferiOrity to white norrk'

with Indian males,having an average I.Q. ofH1126 6 and Indian

females averaging 99.5. He attributed the, igh scores and

41

disc.repancy between the sexes as.due to the greater involvement

of the male Hopi'in graphic art.

More recently, Jensen (1974) compared le scores of white,

Spanish-surname, and black,children on the P abo,dy Picture

01 Vocabulary (PPVT) and Raven Progressive matr ces. There were

large mean differences for the three ethnic g pups on both tests
. ,

with scores for PPVT'showing sqme possible cu turai bias for



the $panish7surname group.' He concluded a comparison of 'the

results of boith tests.for the black population did not support

a cutturat biaaing.against the bll. group,
_

/ /
/

Smmpary
7/

,
.

.
,

tne ktudies on related persons rear,ed together and Etart
-

i

4

and twin/studies seem to Andicate that a considerable. portion

-of the variance in T.Q. scores-is due to genetic factors.

This proportion has been estimated as being zis low as 0% and

as.highyls 80%, thus, more infotmation seems desirable. Data

on black-white differences reflect considerable overlap, but
1

1

in gen ral, scores for the black population are about 10-15.

poinrsibeloy scores for ts.he white population. Various studies

examin ng pOssible causes-(a mixture of race, rearing, and

envir nments) have tended to present contradictory findings.

,S,tudis of non-white twin populations seem to be confined
,

7,prima0.ly to bjack-white comparisons', and,there is no -comparable

data or the Spanish:=surname population. Those..studies which .

have dxamned heritability,ratios for the black and white

twin opulations have been characterized by small numbers of
t.

'twins in the sample."It is hoped that this study of .a relatively

large number of twins from differing socioeconomic and ethnic

0oups, will aid in interpreting these conflicts-.
t

13
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.eHAPTER II
.
Methodology

Methods For The Los Angeles Sample

(The Los Angeles Unified School Board appiov,ed this roject ,

with the stipulation that all procedures for gathe'ring data

would be controlled by the Research and Evaluation Staff of
.

, 4the Los Angeles City Unified School District. With the help

of the Research and Evaluation Staff a letter was sent (See

Appendix A) to each 'of tht sChool district's 436 elipentary.
,

schools requesting their participation in the study. This

letter outlined the purpose of the study and aske'd the schpol

principal to.indicate-his/her appi'oval on an enelosed form.

The letter included a satement that the school personnel who

would obtain the data from the individual students' cumulative

files and would then be reimbursed on son overtime-basis by th'e

study. (This procedure was necessary since the files are not

open for examination to anyone who is not an employee o'f the

district) . The principals were also asked to determine the

'number of twins in the school and supply this data to the r6.-

searchers.5

The final sample was derived from the 174 schools in the

district for which there were data on twin sets: (See Table 1)

Of the total 436 schools,1161 either did not res"pond or rePlied

they were unwilling to,participate, and 101 schools had no

usable data (i.e. they had either no twins enrolled or incomplete

14
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data for one ofi the twins) . TheAtistribution of the schools

participating in the s-tuAy'and the distrtbution of the school

refusing to partitipate, we.recompared to See if the non-
4, ,(

participating schools represented any particular Concentration
,,

/
with the.g;eographic districts of the city, And both sarples

,

were distributed non7systematieally throughout.the district.

Tbe ethnic composition, income, and educational levels, and

)our sample did not differ significantly from the city-wide

distribution; and therefore, seems representative of the general

6school district.

Each of the pa cipating schools was sent a packet

(See-Appendix B) containing data forms for the twins. The

schools were assigned an ideftification pUmber and each school

identified twins only by an assigned number (odd-even numbers

equalling one twin set). The-schools indicated the sex, birth-

date, 'and all test scokeS for the twins. As mentioned, each

school district was to haye data on their records'as to the

zygosity of each twin set and this was to be includeclon the
.4.

form. Many schools reported they did not have the information

available, therefore, the check' list developed by Nichols and

Bilbro (1966) was used.in this case.7 The nronortion of twl.ns

,zygosity determinecrsin this manner was quite high. However,

due to an additional problem' (to be discussed later) it WAs
A

necessary to contact individual families and at.that time parents

were questioned about the zygosity-of their twin sets, thus

verifying the school's report.

15
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_j:A.BLE 1
0

N1;mber of Schools Contacted

in the Los Angeles SaTple

Unwillim to Participate/
No Response

No Useable Dataa

174

161.

101

. TOTAL

a. No twins or data missing for'one member
of the twin set.

16

436



The designation of ocioeconomic class to be used in the

4
P\

.study was the metIrd used by Scarr-Salapatek in her 1968 study.

That is, da\ta would be obtained from census tract records,for

each school dIstrict; and all students attending,the school would

receive .the-same socioeconomic class designation. Socioeconomic
-9

class-assignment was made by establishing a median education-and

income level for the entire district and classifying each

individual school district into one of three groups: 11, above

the census median for both education'and income levels; 2, below

the median of both; 3, a mixed group above on one criterion and

below on the other. These three groups were then designated'as

below median, median status, and above median status'.

Preliminary breakdown of these data indicated that using

school district educational level and income level as criterion

resulted in having only 11 Sets of white twins fall into the

below median group,(in proportion to 136 sets.of black twins and

72 sets of Spanish-surname twins who fell into this -category)

While this distributi(on may well reflect the social bias that

race produces in the area of income and educational potential,

it seemed unreasonable to assume that in the.entire school district

there were only 11 sets of white twins whose families were below

the median on educational and income levels. It was therefore

decided to contact parents of each twin set'in order-to ask

'them questions about the educational level, employment status

of'the family, and to ask the f the family income was above

the school district median salary of $11,909. The median

17
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level of education was high school level. The decision was

made to contact all twin famclies in the sampleirince contacting
fr

only the white families would make the data on income, education,

job stAus, and zygosity noncomparable'to the rest of the sample.

11 .The contact was made Okindividuals who had no access to

the twin scores and bilingal callers were used for Spanish-surname

families when.necessary. Each htme having a-Phone listing was

contacteC and letters detailing the project were sent to homes

or which there was no phone listing (See Appendix C-E for

letters). Due to the high mobility level in the Los Angeles

Unified School District, this -proved to be a cumbersome task 'and

took a prolonged period of time (7 months)
. . About two-thirds of

the parents were contacted and were willing to give us the data.

4111
OnLy one parent refused to give the information and most were

quite interested in participating and voluntarily,gave all infor-

mation except family income. For the one-third of the cases

where we were unable to locate the parents of the-twins, i.e.
;

r

movedoutoftheschooldis.trictapd.leftnoforwardingadd'rt'.
4

the twins were assigned the income level and ,educational le

for that particular school district. Table 2 gives a final

breakdown of our sample by ethnic and socioeconomic distribution.

It is interesting to note that the highest socioeconomic

41 status school and one of the lowest fell in our sample. In the

high socioeconomic status school the average rIcome was $46,553

and the median educational level Was three ye'ars of college.

(This. school had both black and white twins). The lowest

18
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l'ABLE 2 r
\Distribution of the os Angeles Area Twin Sample

by Ethnicity and Socioeconomic Status

Ethnicity American Black'
Indian

Asian Spanish Other White . Total'
surname

Socioeconomic
Status

Upper -20 4 6 6
---.

184 220

Middle 154 20 88 18 254 .534

Lower 4 262 4 134 4 86 494

TOTAL 4 436 28 228 28 524 1,248

4?, 19

26%
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/

?"0

socioeconomic status school in the sample had an ayerage ilycome.

-.
i-ip of $4,724,00 and a median educational level of one-three yeaf,0- .,

,.,

of high school.
, _..

Stockton:Sample Y
,_ ..

The data or the Stockton sample was obtainpd in a differea,- ..i.-,
4f-, , .

manner with the school 4istrict assigning one individual to,

obtain all of the necessary information from all grade levels.8

Thus, the Stockton datb including median levels of education, and

income as well as the distribution of ethtiic groups was a more

.Compiete record for that district. (See Table 3 for Stockton 11

sample). However, the data from the Stockton.sample did nOt
.

, 'Include any determination of zygosity and therefore this data

was to be analyzed separately Using the same method Scarr-

Salapatek used for her 1963 study. There were 161 sets of twins

in the Stockton area of which 77 were white, 27 were black,

35';were Spanish-surname, and 21 were "othex". For both school

districts, the twin sample reflects the ethnic distribution and
-\

incow levels of th school district with the above noted

exception of the ower number, of Spanish-surname and Oriental

twins-in. the Los Angeles sample.

Loi Angeles Twins ,

The subjects,were 1,248. twins identified as twins (from

school records by-school-personnel) who were enrolled in grades,

2 through'6 of the,Los.Angeles Unified Sehool District. No data

,could be collected oh twiA in erades Kinderkarten tO 2, since

0 district policy concerning teStinglhad changed .and no individual

,

I 20 9
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TABLE 3

Dtstribution of the Stockton Twin Sample

by Ethnicity and School Level

air

Ethnicity K

Black

Oriental

Spanish-
surname

,

Other,

Whet,e

13

o

22

4

37

TOTAL

S.

r

76

Junior6'
High

Senior
High Total

9 5 27

1 1
9 4 35

11 21

.27 13 7.7

56 29' 161



test scores were aVaitabliNfor this group. A'total.of 203

sets of,ponozygotic and 421.sets of di'zygotic twins composed

the sample. (See Table 4 for distribution ot the twin sets

by ethnic-membership and zygosity). There were 218 sets of

black twins for whom data were available, 153 oi,these were
1

'fraternal and'65 were identical twins (This proportionately

reflects the higher fraternal twinning rate in the black

population). There was data available for 262 sets "of white

twins of whom 172 were fraternal and 90 were identical twins.

-There were,114. sets of Spanish-surname twins of which 74 were

frnterna`l act 40 were identicartwins,. The sample had data
4P

for only 14 'sets of oriental twins, of whom 4 were identical

and 10 were fraternal. There were only two sets of Indian

410
twins (others also include Philippine and children classified

as othet) for whpm data was available in the entire 2 6 grade

Los Angeles City Unified School Di-stfrict; despite their fairly

. numerous representation in this population.
a

Table 4 contains a comparison of the.twins sample yith the

ethnic distribution reported for all of the elementary Schools

in the LOs Angeres Unified School District. .(School Ditrict

Data). As the reader will note, American-Indian, Asian-Amerfcan,

and Spanish-urname, twins are somewhat under epresented according

to the district data while black' ana white twias are thus

overrepresented. This oveirepresentation is particularly noticAble

in the black group% However, the rate of fraternal twinning in

the black population is higher than in the white population.
4

1/4
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TABLE 4

Distribution of Subjqcts of Ethnicity and Zygosity

Zygosity

Dizygotic Twins
Opposite-Sex i

/

Dizygotic Twins
Same Sex (observed)

(predicted)

Monozygotic Twins
(predicted),

Total Number

Population %
.

,

Percentage of all
pupils in each
group in all
elementary schools
(from disftict
records)

ETHNIC MEMBERSHIP

American
Black Asian- Spanish -White Indian & TOTAL

American surnalre Other ,

73 2 35 , 81 5 196
.3

.

80 8 39 ,91 7 , '225

(73) (2) (35) (81) (5)

i65 4 40 90' 4 203
,(72) (10) (44) (100) (6)

,

,- e
,

218 14 114 262 16' .-624

.34.970 2.2% 18:3% 42.0% 2.67
.

24.7% 4.970 31:77, 38.470 .37

2 3 31
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All twinning is a comparatively rare factor An the As ian-

AmeriCa6 population and data from the Bureau of Indian\,Affairs

has AndEckedtthat for the population of American IndiatV

living on reserv4tions, twinning'is also/quite low. The uthor

has been unable to find any comparative data for the Spanis,h-

surname population and can only hazard a-guess that the lowe'r

number of twins in the sample reflects a true difference in the

twinning rate for'this 'population.
,4

Table four also contains la comparison of the'expected.
,

and observed number of twins. There will be approximately

the same number of same-sex as opposite sex pairs of dizygotic4
twins and the percent of monozygotic twins can then be estimated

by taking twice the percent.of opposite-sex twins from 100.

This would seem that some of our monozygotic twins have been

misclassified as same-sex dizygotic twins. While the number is

small thil would tend to bias the data ireleading to a more

restricted variancd for the dizygotic group which Could lead to

a slight underestimation of heritability.

Tests Used in This Study

Three different types of test data were available for the

twins, two,of these'were achievement type tests and the third

an ability type test. The first test for which data was available
,

was the
.

Cooperative Primary Reading Test (CPRT). Thescores

for thts test were reported in whole percentile and there vere

three different forms available.for each grade ievel. ,The means1

)and standard deviations for eac form is included in Appendix E.

24,
90
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Some twins had been repeatedly tested on the Cooperative
, 1

Readtng Test and for these twins a separate analysis usinIg

a.repeated measures design has been used. 9'

A,second battery of achievement tests-administered to

the tv4ins throughout their school years was the-Comprehensive

* Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) . Again the score for thig test

was in whole percentile and there were different forms available

for each grade level. The means, standard deviation and for

each form of the test were reported in Appendix F.

The ability scores for the twins were from several tests;

the Stanford-Binet, Weschler Intelligence Scale for Children,

the Otis-Lennon, Kuhlmann-Anderson,--and the Leiter International

Intelligence Scale.

2 5

,sr
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CRAPTER III

Results

The data were analyzed for only the three major sub-

groups of twins in the sample sfnce the namber of Asian-
.

Affierican, American-Indian and other twins was too small to

permit an adequate analysis. While there were differences

between the upper and middle socioeconomic status groups,

.for each of these groups.the differences were not as g'reat

as were those between the upper-middle, combined and the

lower socioeconomic status group. The number of twins in
;

theupPer sOcioeconomic status group for the two minority

groups was quite small; therefore, in accordance with many

other studies (Scarr, 1967; Lesser, Clark, Feiffer, 1967),

data for the upper ana middle class groups were combined.

Equivalent forms of each test, were 'normed and groupedlor

analysis and test scores on the allievement measureS are

given in percentiles. Each set of 'analysis iS presented in a

\
separate.section in order to make comparisons easily.

Analysis of Tests by Ethnicity and

Socioeconomic Status -

Cooperative Primariy Reading Test

Data from the Cooperative Primary Reading Test were avail-

able for a total of 1,102 twins. 'Table 5 presents an analysis

of.the Cooperative Primary Reading Test scores by ethnicity and

socioeconomic status. A brief glance at the table rveals

white-black score differences similar to those.reported'in

.26



TABLE 5

AnaLysis of Cooper.ative Primary Reading Test Composite

Scores for.Different Ethnfc and SocioeconoMic Groups

ETHNICITY

Soctoeconomic
Status Black Spanish-

surname

Upner-Middle X
SD

36.02
22.06
167

42.68
28.13
89

lower X 29,99 ___32.37
SD ,19.93 21.52
N 242 119

Total X 32.45 36.78
SD. 21.01 25.03
N, 409

White Total °

,

Factor

Ethnicity (E) (eliminating
socioecoriomic status)

Socioeconomic status
(eliminating E)

E x socioeconomic status
Interaction

Residual

MS

22799:18

55.30 49.01
25.50 26.42
434 690

36.40
19.37
51

31.47
20.40
412 .

3.31, 42.45
25.58 25.77
485 1102

.20,148.79 1

2587.39

548.44 1096

p ;01

P .001

41.57***

36.74***

4.72**
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other studies. For all ethnic grouT the combined upper-

middle socioeconomic class group scores were higher thaa
f.)

those of the lower socioeconomic status group. White twins

scored higher than the Spanish-surname twins who in turn

scored higher than the black twins. The analysis of variance

confirms that ethnicity (with socioeconomic status eliminated)

and socipeconomic status (with ethniCity eliminated) were

significant main effect at the .001 level and the Interaction

was also significant at the .01 level.

Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills

Data vre available for a total of 359 twins on the Com-

prehenive Test of Ba-sic- Skills (Reading Pertion). Table 6

pxeSents an analysis of these scores"by ethnicity and socio-
l

economic status. The expected socioeconomic statUs differences

in scores were found with the exception of the black group.

For this group the scores, of the lowersocioeconomic status,

twins were slightly higher than those of the upper-middle black

-twins. White twins again scored higher than the Spanish-sur-

name twins who again scored higher than the black-twins in

each of the socioeconomic status grou0s. Again there was a

significant main effect for- ethnicity (eliminating socioeconomic

status and for socioeconomic status (eliminatireg 7thnicity) at

the .001 level as Well as a significant interaction.

The analysisiof the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills,

Mathematic scores were computed for a total of 292 twins. Again

the upper-middle-socioeconomic status groun had higher scores

than did the lower socioeconomic group. Again the white twins

28



-7 TABLE 6

Analysis of the Comprehensive Test of Wasic Skills'

(Reading) Scores for Diffe'rent Socioeconomic Status

and Ethnicity Groups

ETHNICITY

Socioeconomic
Status

Black

Upper-Middle X 24.87
SD 19.72
N 41'

'Lower X 25.90
SD 21.40
N 64

Total X.," 25.50
SD 20..67
N 105

0.

Spanish- White ,Total
surname

37.45 54.70 47.22
21.50 24.05 25.76
.34 167 242

27.31 37.75 27.79
21.00 20.46 21.31
39 14 .117

,
32.03 53139 40.89-
21.70 24-.17 26.02
73' 181 359

Factor

Ethnicity (E) (eliminating
socioeconomic atus)

Socioeconomic status
(eliminaing E)

E x socioeconomic status
Interaction

Residual

MS df

15823.39 2 31.40***

2539.06 / 1 5.04*

1532.53 '2 3.04*

503.88 353

P
*** p

.05

.001

29
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TABLE 7

Analysts of the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills
-

(Mathematics) Scores for Different Socioeconomic

Status and Ethnicity Groups

ETHNICITY
k

Socioeconomic
Status

Black Spanish- Witte
surname

Total

Upper-Middle

Lower

X
SD

X
.51)

20.22
17.11'
41

21.49
22.63

36.58
20.82
26

28.86
26.31

53.98.
26.25
107

'35.56
22.44

43.43
.27.50
174

25.31
. 24.34

N 64 46 8
. 118

.

Total. X 20.99 31.65
,

46- 52.70 36.11
SD 20.58 2460 26.34 27.69
N 105 72 . 115 ,292

Factor
_

MS df

.

Ethnicity (E) (eliminating
socioeconomic status)

17565.50 2 30.90***

Socioeconomic statu-S
(eliminating E)

1113.97 1 1.96

E x socioeconomic status 1220.37 2 2.15
Interaction

Residual 568.39 286

* * * . 001

:.
'.
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in' the sample had higher scores than the_Spanish-surname

twins who had higher scores than the black twins. Again

ethnicitY, (eliminating socioeconomic status) was significant

at the .001 level. Socioeconomic status (eliminating ethnicity)

WAS not significant, nor was the interaction significant.

An analysis of the combined composite scores'. on the

Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills for the different ethnic

and socioe'conomic status groups was presented.in Table 8.

There was a significant main effect for ethnicity (eftminating

socioeconomic status) -t the .001 level and the interaction

of ethnicity and socioeconomic status was significant at the
41.

.05 level. Again the white twins had higher scores than the

Spanish-surname twins_who. ad higher scores than the black tmins.

Within the Spanish-surname group and the \White group the upper-

middle class twins scored higher than the lower socioeconomic'

status twins.

Ability, Tests

All of the ability tests (The Otis-Lennon, Kuhlman

Anderson, Stanford-Binet, Wechsler-Bellvue) Were combined by

standardizing the scores. Table 9 presents the analysis of

,the composite ability test scores for the different ethnic
V

/-*

and socioeconomic status groups for,a total of 348 twins. The

upper-middle socioeconomic status twins tend to have scores

'higfier than the lower iocioeconomic status twins for all pthnic

4 groups. White twins had scores higher than the Snanish-s,urnar4

twins mins .

Again a main effect for ethnicity (eliminating Aocioeconomic status)

r

3 1

3 9



TABLE 8

,Analysis of COmprehensive Test of BasicSkills Composite
Scores- for Different Ethnic and Socioeconomic Grouns

Soctoeconomic
Status

.61

A

CHNICITY

Black Spanish-
surname

Whit& Total

Upper-Midd le Alb X
SD

21.82
16.61

37.68 .54.19 46.02,
20.54 23.53 25.41

Lower

Total

X
SD

X
SD

,49

24.28
21.19
67

23.24
19.35

35

30.97'
24.42
48

33.80
22.97

181 265

37.54 28.21
19..01- 22.53
4 129

Or

52.99 40.19
23.59 25.87.

Factor

Ethnicity (E) (eliminating
'socioeconomic status)

SFS eliminating E

E x SES
Interaction

Residual

-116 83 195 394

21217.46 2 43.42***

1295,08 1 2.65

1693.60 2 3.47*

,488.60 388
e-7,

. 05-

. 001

,
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TABLE #9

Analysis Of Intelligence Tests domposite Scores For

Different Ethnic And Socioeconoac Status Cro6ps

ETHNICITY.'

Socioeconomic
Status Black

SpAIG-
surname rite Total

Upper-Middle X 91.10
SD 18.30'-
N 39

Lower X , 87.82
SD 18.97
N 53

Total. X 89.21
SD, 18.14

92

102.48 114.36 1091
21.99 11.95 20.4
33 177 249

88.27 90.65 88.46
18.39 11.64 17:96
28

95.96
21.47
61

Factor

Ethnicity (E) (eliminating
socioeconomic status)

Socioeconomic status
-(eliminating E)

E x socioeconomic stqpus
Interaction

kesidual

ms

$540.6.6

a
1110481.82

2004.41

331.32

18

112218
18.75
195

99

103.26
21:65
348

2 22.76***

1 25:60***

2 6.05**

342

..001
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d forocioeconomic status (eliminating ethnicity) was
. ..

t.., h

'4,0't,inft aiAlie .b01 level and the interaction was significant

:-

islofjest. Slores by Socioeconomic Status and Zygosity
t 77.
'ati *;rimary Reading Test

. \(

:rab e 111.04-esents the analysis of. the Cooperative Primary
...,,

Reaa,k4vT0t ',Ibmfiosit scores for the different socioeconomic
,

stat d Zygos,y groups. The upper 'and middle group had .,

scor44A. ler thal did the lower socioeconomic status group
i

A

(signifi main) ffect at .001 level). Zygosity Was not. ,
,..-

.

ignificant,.nor was the interaction and' there was-little dif-
v " ,

. ,

ference betiN,en therformances of monozygotic and dizygotic
,

/ .-

twins
. .

,..A -,, ,i-,

.: :,.../.14' ' . 4

Comprehensi, Te t of asic Skills
. .0----.:- 4.'s:

1 .

'sv

Tab1ej.05Xesentshe results of the analysis of the

ComprehensIN)Orrest Of4a40.,,Skills (Reading) scores.for the

different socioeconomic status and zygosity groups. There was

a significant.main effect'for socioeconomic status with the upper

and middle group having higher scores than the lower sacioeconomic

group.' Zygosity did not hOe a significant effect nor was-the

intei-action significant. Table 12 present the results of'the

,analysis for its Comprehensive Test ot Basic Skills, Mathematics

scores for the different socioeConomic sta.tus groups. Again there
'r

was.a significant main effect for socioeconomic st:atus with

upper and middle groupfhaving higher scores than iower i9cio--
'514-

economic status groups. Again neither zygosity nor,the inter-,

,1

action had a significant effect. Mble 11 presents the results

34
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TABLE 110

Analysis Of Coopera ive Primary Reading Test Composite

Scores For Different Socioeconomic And Zygosity Groups

SOCIOECONOMIC WFATUS f,t

Zygosity Upper

Mono 'X

SD
56.97
27.74
7 4

Di_ X 60.31
SD 23,55

148

411 Total X 59.20
SD 25.01

222

Middle Lower Total

45.65 29.99_
25.79 20.37
174. 114

43.30 32.03
25.66 20.41
294 298

44.17 31.47
25_71 20:40
468 412

43.04
26.L18

362

42.16
25.43
740

42.45
25.77
1102

Fac tor . MS df F

Socioeconomic Status 56582.24 2 100.61***
(eliminating Zygosity)

ZY (eliminating socio- 23.82 1 .042
economic status)

Socioeconomic Status 737.03 1.31
x ZY Interaction

Residual .562.39

*** .001

35
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TABLE.11

'Analysis Of The Comprehensive Test: 61 Basic Skills

(Reading) Scores For Different Socioeconomic Status

And Zygosity Grouvs

SOCI0kCONOMIC STATUS

Z.ygosity Upper Middle Ldwer Total

Mono X 60.71 40.59 27.68 39.75
SD 26.40 25.28 21.92 26.1+6
N 19 72 38 119

,

Di X 61.20 42.68 27.84 41.53
SD 22.31 24.33 25.80
N 49 i 102 79 230

Total .X 61.07 41.82
, 27.79 ie.89

SK_ 23.32 .24.67 21.31 Tb.02
N- 68 174 117 359

Factor MS df

Socioeconomic Status 23887.24 2 , 43.40***
(eliminating Zygosity)
(Z) 2 ,

,

ZY (eliminating socio- 120 22 1 .22
economic status)

sr

Sotioeconomic status 33.80 2 .06
x ZY Interaction-

t, .

550.35 353Residual

*** p .001

36



.TABLE 42

Cotprehensive Test Of Basic Skills (Mathematics)

cores For Different S'ocioeconomic Status

.And Zygosity Groups

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

Zygosity' Upper Middle Lower Total

Mono X 67.25
Zygosity SD 20.54

33.76 22.83 34.20
,26.47 22.86 27.90

Di X
Zygosity -SD

12

61_73
20.51
30

49

38.71
26.12
83

33 ,

26.28
24.95
85

94

3.01
27.62
198

1446-

Total X 64.02
SD 20.37

42

36.87 25.31 36.11
26.26 s 24.34 27,69
132 . 118 292

S.

/

Factor MS df F_ _
,

Socioeconomic status 23328.44 2 38.011,-**
(eliminating ZY)

rl

tr,

ZY (eliminating socio-
economic status)

Socioeconomic status
x ZY Interaction.

Residual

607.80 1 .99

303.00

613.38, 286

.001

4,

37
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TABLE 13

(7Analys03 Of Comprehensire Test Of Basic Skills -Composite

Scores 1rom Different Socioeconomic And Zygosity Groups

SOC1OECONOMId STATUS

Zygosity Upper, Middle Lowef Total

Mono
Zygosity

Di
Zygosity

Total

X 63.19 38.74 27.24 39.20
SD 23.64 24.91 22.42 26.40

21 81 39 141
/

59.82 41.78 28.63 40.74
SD 20.46 24.47 22.69 25.60
N 51 112 90' 253

X 60.80 40.51 28.21 40.19
SD 21.32 24.64 22.53 25.86
N 72 193 129. 394'

ok.

Factor
A

MS di
P

Socioeconomic status
(eliminating ZY)

24547.64

ZY (eliminatirig socio,
economic status)

192.05 1

Socioeconomic status
x ZY Jnterac,tion

232.54 2

Residual 549.34 388

.Q01

44.69***

35

.42

ci
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of analysis of the (4)mprehensive Test of Basic Skills'composite

scores for uhe different socioeconomic status and zygosity

.groups. Again there was a significant ma-in effect for socio-

economic status with upper and middle group having higher

scores than lower socioeconomic status groups. Again the effects

or zygosity and the interaction were not significant.

Ability Tests

Table 14wresents the results of the analysis for the'

different...socioeconomic status and zygosity groups. Again there

was a significant main effect for socioeconomic status with

upper and midcile groups having higher scores than the lower

socioeconomic status gri5ups. Monozygotic,twiris had higher test

scores than did dizygotic tWins within each of the socioeconomic

sLatus groups.

Analysis by,Sex and Zxgotic Groups

Cooperative Primary Reading Test

Table 15 presents the results of th'e analysis of the Coopjc-
f

ative primary Reading Test scores for different zygosity groups

by sex. Again zygosity did not have a signifiCant effect.

However, there was a significant main effect for sex with females

having slightly higher scores than males..

Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills

Lable 16 presen-ts the results of the analysis for the

Comprehensive Test.of Basic Skills (Reading) scores for the

zygosity groups by sex. Again there was no significant main

effect for zygoslty and female twins had higher scores than

male twins (significant main effect p .01 level). Table 17
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TABLE 14

Analysis Of Composite Ability Test Scores For DiTferent

Socioeconomic And Zygosity Groups

. SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS

Zygosity Upper. Middle Lower Total.

Mono -X 123.95 104.72 90.70 1 108.50
SD 15.03 21.87 '17.07 22.41
N 39 51 23 113

Di X 113.12 102.32 87.79 100.74
SD 19.86 18.29 17.11 20.87

it N - 68. 91 76 235
1

,

Total X 117.06 103.18 88.46 103.26
SD 18.91 19.61 17.06 21.65
N c 107 142 99 348

Factor.

Socioeconomic status
(eliminating ZY)

MS

19794.90

df

2

40ei

57.67***

ZY (eliminating socio- 2110,04 1 6.15*
economic status) ,

Socioeconomic status
x ZY Interaction

Residual

567.34

'343.25 3142

1.65

.05

.001

40
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TABLE 15

Analysis Of Cooperacive'Primary Reading Test Composite

Sc9res For Different Sex And Zygosity Groups

ZYGOSITY
sj-

Sex Mono
Zygosity Zygosity

Total

Mate X 42.92 39.21 40.42
, SD 24.95 24.80 24.89

N 171 352, 523

Female X 43.14 44.85 44.28
SD 27.84 25.72 26.43

191 388 579

Total X 43.04 42.16 42.45
SD 26,48 25.43 25.77
N 362 74Q 1102

Factor

Sex (S) (elimin-
ating zygosity

. MS

4099.56

df ) F '

6:21*1

(Z)

,

2: (eliminating S) 178.5.8 1 .27

S x Z Interaction 1779.15 1 2.69

Residual 660.42 1098

41
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TAW 16

Comprehensive Test Of Bas_ic Skills (Reading) 'Scores

For Different Sex ,And Zygosity Groups

11
ZYGOSITY

Sex Mono
Zygosity

Di
Zygosity

Total

Male X
S D

Female X
4 .SD

35.60
25.46
53

42.65
26.92

37.74
25.80
115

45.32
25.36

37.06
25.63
168

44.25
25:96

76 115. 191

Total X 39.75 41.53 40.89
SD 26.46 25.81 26.02
N 129 230 359

) Factor 'MS df F

IP
Sex (S) (eliminAting
zygorsity (Z)

4844.14
,

1 7.25**

Z (eliminating S) 487.12 , 1 .73

S x Z InteraCtion 5.47 1 .01

Residupl 668.36 355 ,

* * .01
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TABU 17

ComprOlensive

S.cores

Test Of Basic Skills

For Different Sex And Zygosity

.f

ZYGOSITY

(Mathematics)

Groups

Sex Mono ,Di Total
Zygosity Zygosity

Male 28.16 36.13 33.77
'SD 26.89.) 28.33 28.05

40 95 135

Female )' 38.67 37.83 38.12
SD 28.03 27.07 27.32

54 103- 157

Total X 34.20 37.01 36.11
SD 27.90 27.62 27.69
-N 94 198 292

Factor MS df

8ex (S) (eliminating
zygosity (Z)

1462.27 1 1.91

Z (eliminating s) -, 595.75 1 .78

S x Z Interaction 1217.10 1 1.59

Residual 763.93 288
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presentOhe results of the anaUysisjor the ComprehensiVe,

Test of Basic Skills Olathematics) scores by sex and zygosit

There were no significant effects though female twins often

tended to have higher scores than male twins. Table 18 presents

the results for the analysis for the Comprehensive Tes.t of

Basic Skills composite scores by sex and zygosity. There was a

significant main effect fot sex with--females again having

higher scores than males.

Ability Test

, Table 19 presents the result's of the analysis of the

combined ability test"scores by sex and zygosity,. Thete was

no significant main effect for sex. However,.monozygotic twins

of either sex tended to have significantly higher scores than

did dizygotic twins and the interaction was also significant.

Analysis by Ethnicity and.Kygosity

cooperative Primary ReadinE Test

Table 20 presents the results of the analysis of the

,Cooperative Primary Reading Test scores,by ethnicity and zygosity.

There was a significant main effect for ethhnicity with' white
.

twins having higher scores than Spanish-surname twins who had

higher scores Than the black twins. Zygosity d d not have a

significant effect and the interaction was not significant.

Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills

Table 21 presents the results of the CdMprehensive Test

of Basic Skills (Reading) scores
0

by ethnicity and zygosity:

Again there was, a significant main effect fdr,ethnicity with

white twins haying higher scores than Spanish-surname twins who
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Sex

TABLE 18
,

AnaLysis Of Comprehensive Test Of Basic Skills

Composite Scores For Sex And Zygosity

ZYGOSITY

ono Di-
,osity Zygosity

- Total

Male.
.

X
SD

--_____.-----
95

25.20
37.73
25.49,

36.22
25.43

N 57 123 180

Fepale X 43.44 43.59 ' 43.53
SD . 26.50 25.82

84 130 214

Total X
SD
N.

39.20
26.40
141

40.74
25.60
253

40.19
25.86
394

Factor MS

- Sex (S) (elimina'ting 5435.35
40 zygosity (Z) .

Z (eliminating S) 416.98

S x Z Interaction 472.96

1<esidna1 658.45_

**

0

df F.

1 8.26**

1 .63_.

1 72

, 45
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TABLE 19

Analysis Of Abillty Composite Scores For

Sex And Zygosity

ZYGOSITY

. Sex Mono
Zygosity

Di
Zygosity

Total

Male X
SD
N

111.62
'22.26
66

,

98.04
19.01
119

102.38
21.03
175

Female X 1(0.43 103.52 104A5
SD 22.32 22.36 22.30

,

N 57 173
0

Total, X 108.50 100.74 ,103:26
SD 22.41 20.87 21:65
N 113 235 348

Factor MS df

Sex (S) (eliminating
zygosity (Z)

249.08 1

Z .(eliminating s)' 4568.23 1

S x Z Interaction .2602.36 1

,Residual 451.35 344

. 55

** p
.05
.01

knti
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TABLE 20

Analysis Ot Cooperative Primary Rekling Test Scores

For Different Ethnic And Zygosity Croups

ETHNICITY

Zygosity Black Spanish- White Total
surname,

41'

.Mono X 31.52 38.64 53.45 43.04
SD 22.13 25.04 26.10 26.48
N 124 71 167 362

Di X 32.86 35.81 53.24 42.16
. SD 20.53 25.06 25.34 25.43

N 285 13'7 318 740 a
,

Total X ,32.45 36.78 '53.31 42.457
SD ':,- 21.01 25,03 25.58 '25.77 w

N 409 208 485 1102

Factor

Ethnicity (E) (elimin'ating
zygosity (Z)

Z elj.minating E.

E x Z, Interaction

ResiduaL

A4* .001

47

tis-N

52307.70 2

6.48 1

264.22 2

571.06 1096

t-

91.60***

.01
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TABLE 21

&IF

Comprehensive Test Of Baqic Skills (Reading) Scores

For Different Ethn.ic And Zygosity Groups

ETHNICITY

fic
fr

Zygos'ity
. Rlack Spanish Total.

surname

M6no X 25.55 36.07 52.06 39.75
SD 19.92 22 25.93, 26.46

35 64 129

Di X 25.47 33.40 54.-12 41.53
SD 21.18 21.53 23.23 '25.80

70 43 117 230

Total. X 25.50 53.39 40:89
SD 20.67 21.70 24.17 26.02

105 73 181 359

Factor MS df -F

Ethnicity (E) eliminating
zygosity (Z)

, 29444.17 2 56.77**'k

E 2461 87 1 .48

)ExZInteraction 63.70 2 .12

Residual .518.70, 35,3

*** .001 q
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scor than the black twins. Neither zygosity nor

the int ractio! was s4nificant. Table "APresents the results

of the anclysls of-the Comprehensive"Test of Basic Skills

(Mathematics) scores by ethnicity and_zygosity. Again there'

Ko,b; a significant main effect for ethnicity with white twins

having higher scores than Spanish-S.urname twins who have higher.

scores than black twins. Neither the interaction nor the 07fect

mf zygosity was significant. Table 23 presents the results for

the analysis E the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills composite

score by ethnicity- and zygosity. Again there was a significant

main effect for ethnicity with white twins having higher scores

Spanish-surname twins who had higher scores than black twins

Again the interaction and the,effect of zygosity were not

significant.

Ability Test

Table 24 presents the results of the analySis for ability%

test scores by ethnicity and zygosity. Again ethnicity had a

"significant effect with white twins having"higher scores than

A

did Spanish-surnanie twins who in turn had higher scores than

black twins. In each ethnic group monozygotic twins had higher

scores than dizygotic twins7

Herielibilit Ratios

Tables 25-27 present the results of the analysis, of herit-

ability ratios by sbcioecohomic status and ethnicity. In

examining Table 25, heritability ratios for the Cooperative

Primary Reading Test h2 varies from a low of .03 in the lower
A

49
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.TABLE 22

Comprehensive Test Of Basic Skills (Mathematics)

Scores For Different Ethnic And Zygosity Groups

ETHNICITY

Zygosity Black Spanish-
surname

White Total

Mono .X

SD
18.00
18.65

29.64
23.25

53.51
27.31

34.20
, 27.90

35 24' 35 94
,..,

Di X 22.49 32.65 2.34 37.01
SD 21.44 25.43 26.07 27.62

70 48 80 1198

Tptal X 20.99 31.65 52.70 36.11
SD 24.60 26.34 '027.69

105 72 115 292

Factor MS df

Ethnicity (E) eliminating
zygosity (Z)

28409.70 2 49.10***

-,,

Z eliminating E 242.48 1 .42

E,x Z Interaction 202.53 2 .35'

Residual 57.55 286

.001
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TABLE 23

Analys1s OE Comprehensive Test Of Basic Skills Composite

Scores For Different Ethnic And Zygosity Groups

ETHNICITY

Zygosity Black Spanish- White Total

N---
surname

Mono X 22.62 30.19 52.24 39.20
SD 20.08 20.93' 25.02 26.40
N . 39 ' 31 71 141

Di X 23.56 35.96 53.42 40.74
SD 19.10 24.04 22.82 . 25.60
N 77 52 124 253

Total X 23.24 33.80 _52.99 40.19
SD 19.35 22.97 23.59 25.86
N 116 83 195 394

Factor MS df

Ethnicity (E) eliminating
zygosity (Z)

34420.72 2 69.01***

Z eliminating E 396.15 1 79

E x Z Interaction 167.41 2

Residual- 498.78 388

*** p .001
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TABLE' 24

Ana1yti1 t3 Of Ability Test Scores For Different Ethnic

- And Zygolsity Groups

ETHNUITY

Zygosity Black ' Spanish- White Total
surname

T

Mono 94.19 102.48 116.26 108.0
SD 19.83 27.24 18.02 22.41

26 22 65 113

Di' X 87,25 92.29 110.13 100.74
SD 17.20 16.71 18.84 20.87

66. 39 130 235

Total X !89.21 95.96 112.18 103.26
SD 18.14 21,47 18.74 21.65

92 61 195 348

Factor MS dU

Echnicity
zygosity (Z)

18062.86 2 50.71**)

Z eLiminating E 3812.14 1 10,70**'

x Z interaction 87.81 ,, 2 t .25
\ ;
\ .

Residual 356.19 342 r

*** p .001

;tt
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TABLE 25

Heritability Ratios For The Cooperatie Primary Reading Test
For Different Ethnic And Socioeconomic'Status Groups

Ethnicity Monozygotic DizYgotic Vandenbtf

No.
of

No.
of.

-rmzEthnicity Prs Prs rdz h2r h2s

Black

Upper Middle SES 29 .52 54 .37 .24 .31 1.. 45Lower SES
. 33 .35 85 .33 .03 -.45 .69Total 62 .43 139

,

.36 .11 -.06 .94

Spanish Surname

Upper Middle SES 17 .91 27 53* .81 .78 4.55**''Lower SES , 18 .81 41 ,62 .50 .59 2.44**Total 35 .87 68 ..59* .68 .70 3.33**7

White

Upper Middle SES 77 .75 139 57* .42 .35 1.54**Lower-SES
,

.Total
'6
83

-.11
.75

18
157

.05
55* 44

.75-

.42 .

4.0
1.72***

The differonce between rimz and ridz was significant.
** Significant at_ the .05 level.
*** Signifiant at the .02 level.
**** Significant at the .01 level.
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TABLE 26

Heritability Ratios For The Comprehens`ive Test Of Basic Skills

Composite Scores. For Different Ethnic And Socioeconomic

Status Crzoups

Ethn[city Monozygotic DizygotIc

No. No.A
of , of

Ethnicity Prs rinz
Pr's rdz. Or h2s

Black

Upper Middle SES
lower SES
Total

10
8

18

.86

.89

.85

,12-

23
35

Spanish Surname

Upper Middle SES 6 .72 1.1

Lower SES / 9. .96 14
Total 15 .90 25

White

Upper Middle SES 32 .82 55
Lower SES 2 1.00 4
Total 34 : .77 59

.24*

.77

.63

.,

.88

.87
, .87

.60*

.74
,..60

.82 .71 5.

.52 .28 2,

.59 .53 2.

--.

. . -.32

.69 .75 3

.23, .38 1

.55 .49 2.
1.00 -5.76
.42 /21 1.

The difference between rimz and ridz was significant.
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TABLE 27

Heritability Ratios For The Ability Test Scores By

Ettinicity And SocioeconomiC Status

Ethnicity Monozygotic Dizygotic

Ethnicity

No.
of
Prs

er
-mz

No.
of
Prs dz ,h2r h2s

41

,Black

Upper Middle SES 6 .97 7 .67* .91 -.43 1.
,Lower SES 4 .92 11 , .92 0 ,65 2.
Total 10 .96 18 .87 .69 .58 -2.

Spnish Surname
i

Upper Middle SES .91 6 .75 .64 -.61
Lower SES 1.00 7 .81 1.0 .90 10:
Total .93 13 .83 .59 -.66

_

r

Upper Middle SES
Lower SES

30
, /1

.80 , 47
5

.69
-.49 ,

.35 :19 1.

Total 31" .80' 52 .71 - .31 .19 1.'

The difference between-rdz and rmz was significant..
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socioeconomic status black group to a high of .81 in the

upper-middle Spanish-surname Kroup. For the Spanish-surname

group and the white group there is a significant Vandenberg F.

Note-that for the-rwer socioeconomic status white twins the

correlation for the dizygOtic twins was highor'than that for

the mOnozygotic twins, thus making a heritability.ratto

meaningless.

Heritability ratios on the Comprehensive Test of Basic

Skills composite scores (See Table 26) also have a wide range,

from a low of .52 for the lower socioeco6omic status black group

to a high of 1.0 for the lower socioeconomic status white group.

(Tbe later score is not a meaningful one since there were only

two sets of monozygotic twins tn the group)
. Scores for the upper-

.
middle Spanish-surname dizygotic twins Are higher than those

for the monozygotic twins thus making a computation of h2

meaningless.

Heritability ratios for the ability,tests were presented

on Table 27. They vary from a low of zero in the lower socio-

.economic status black group to a high of 1.0 in the lower

socioeconomic 8panish-surname group., (The later score is not

a meaningful one si4e there were only two sets of twins in

the mono?:,ygotic group). It was impossible to compute an h2

for the lower socioeconomic status white groun since there'was

only one set of twins in this group. Note however, that for

most of the groups h2 was-considerably below the .80 factor

cited- n many.studies.

Table 28 presents an analysis of heritability for the

4
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TABLF. 28

.Heritabiliry Ratios VOr The Three ,-oups'Of Tests

By Socioeconomic Status

Socioeconomic Status Monozygotic Dizygotic Vandenberg

Cooperative Primary
Reading Test

No.
of
Prs

-1. mz

No.

Of
PrS rdz h2r

J.

h2s F

Upper 38 .73 77 .41* .54 .36 , 1.56 :
Middle. 91 7776 160 .61* .38

. .40 1.67***
Lower 58 ----1:47 149 .42 .09 .07 1.08
(Combination) (129) .76 (237) .60* .40 .39 1.64****
(Upper Middle)
CPAT Overall 187 .73 386 .59 .34 .29 1.41***

Comprehensive Test Of
Basic Skills

Upper 11 .86 25 .38*' .77 .74 3.85
Middle . 38 .84 57 .74 .38 .39 1.64
Lower 19 .80v 43 .79 .05 .06 . 1.06
(Combination). 49 .87 . , 82 .69* .58 .51 2.04
(Upper Middle) .

CTBS Overall

Ability Test d

68 .87 125 .75 .48 .41 1.69

Upper 21 .75 28 .77 '.28 1.4
Middle 23 .89 36 .79 .48 .25 1.34
Lower 7 .81 24 .73 0 .43 1.75
(Combined) 44 .86 64

..
.78 36'

.

.26 1.36
(Upper Middle)

.

Ability Overall, 51 .87 88 .81 ,A -.30 1.43
)

)c The difference ween rdz and rmz wpre significant'.
.01

*** .005
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three groups of tests by socioeconomic status V.11161, d6ii166ing
.

,

all ethnic groups. Because of the 1ar0r-ftlirwas,po5sible to

look at both upper and middlegxoups in tills Analysis.. For
, ,"

all of the tests the h2 ratios are considerably.lower Than

would be expected and the overall 0 for the abilit'y tests is

considerably below that usually.eited in the literature.

in examining the correlation for the same sex tnd'opnOsite

sex dizygotic twins for the Cooperative Primary Reading Testw

the same Sex dizygotLe twins have scores correlating .61Sr (W-203)

while opposite sex twins have scores correlating,..5?. (N-403).

The same pattern is,found for the Comprehensive Tes't of:Basic

Skills with same-sex dizygotic twins having sco'res cbrrolati4 -

,

at .79 (N=7;) and opposite sex dizygotic twins having'scbre'e.'

correlating at .69 (N-52). For ability tests the pattetn is again

found with same sex dizy otic twins having an r of .85 (.1945)

and opposite'sex dizygoti:c twins having an r of. .75 .(N=-743).

\58
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CHAPTER IV

-. Discussion

:There,has been general .conSensus that tlfe Los Angeles

Basin represents a sjicially mobile group an-d there is every,

reasbn to beliethat this geographical area has less overt

and institutionalied prejudice,than'do many other areas of

the countYy. It is therefore particularly distressing-to

find the disproportionate numb,er of minority group twins in

the lower socioeconomic status groups ind to find so very -

few minority twins. i ,the upper 'socioeconomic status group.

In contr'ast there\a re very few white twins in the lower

socioeconomic 'status group. It still appears if one wishes

to be in the upper socibeconopic status gr up one had better

pick white parents.

Analysis by Ethnicity and Socioeconomic Status

In examined scores for the three sets of tests We find,

that for every one of the testS the were significant.main

effects for ethnicity with wht.te twins. cohsistantly sCoring

higher than Spanish-surnamed twins who in tOrn scored higher

than black twins_ This Was true for oajl of the measures (The

two achievement measures and the ability measure). It is also

important to note that fdlt uil of.the white upper"middle class,

//
group the scores tended to fall below the, 50% the one. would

expect on the achievement tests.

In exaMining the analysis of the.Cooperative Primary

Reading Test for ethnicity and sOcioeconomic.Status theranking



of the groups is quite clear with the ordering being the upper

middle class white group scoring higher than the Spanish-surname

middle 'class group, and the Spanish-surname middle'class group

scoring hig,et than the black middle class,group. This group,

had scotes,about as high as the white lower class group who

score higher than the Spanish-surname group who in turn-scored

higher than the'black group The differences between the
A

upper middLe class (mean 49.01) and the lower socioeconomic

class (mean 31.47) is quite large. The difference between

the average performance of the black group of twins.and the

Spanish-surnamed was not great; however,'the difference between

the white twins and the other two minority groups continued to

be high. The Achievement Test data differed in no respect

from any data that had been presented before.and it tends to

reflect the general pattern that'has been presented iri'the

literature With socioeconomic status having a great impact on
;r4

performance qcores as does ethnic membership.

When we examine the scores for the Comprehensive Test olf

Be'sic Skills there was a difference in the pattern for e

4,1

mathematics and combined Comprdhensive Test of Basic Skills-
el

scores.- Again the entire group tended to score somewhat below

What would be expected '(average 507).. We find _that for tile

readingyortion of this test, both ethnicitj and socioeconomic
i)

. status wereignificant maip effects and again the white twins

tefided to out-perform the Spanish-surnamed twins who in 6irn

ont-perform.the b4ack twins. However, when we look, at the
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41p signific5nt ethnic main effect with the white twins scoring

hig,her than the Spanish-surname twins and ttlye white lower

"difference across Socioeconomic status and ethnicity we

see that thei.white lower class twins had scores which, on

the averlIge, were higher than those of the Spanish-s'urname

upper cia"ss and the black upper middle class group.

On the test the,differences between the ethnic groups

were again quite large as were the differemces between the

eflect

the,standard pattern that has been presented in the literature.

Socioeconomic status had a great influence upon scores and

the white group out-performed the black group.

Mathematic scores and composite score for the Comprehen-

-sive Test of Basic Skills revealed a somewhat diffet.ent pattern.

Again ethnicity had a significant main effect with whi,te twins

out-performing black twins. However, the white.lower class

twins scored above the black upper class twins on the mathematics

scOre. The discrepancy between the black upper middle group

and lower group is in the favor of the lower socioeconomic

status group, although the difference was quite small and not

significant. In examining the analysis for the composite

%
scores of the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills again there was

if

(
s'ocioeconomic class twins scoring higher.thlin the upper middle

black grpup gain the bla,ek lower sOcioeconomie status twins

had somewh t higher s6ore than those of the black upper middle

socioeconomic status group and again this difference was not
4

significant..
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In examining Table 9, the analysis of the ability (composi e)

scores for all the different ethnic and socioeconomic status

group's we again find the same pattern. .The white twins scored'

higher than did the Spanich-surname twins who scored higher

than the black twins within each socioeconomic status group

with Hie order being white upper middle class, Spanish-surname

upper middle class, black upper middle class., white lower class,

Spanish-sLLiname lower class, black lower class. The difterences

on the ability tests tended to be much smaller both between the

ethniciq group and socioeconomic stttus group. Thus the pattern

revealed by analysis of all of the three grbups of tests isjhe

slie that has been reported in the literature with strong effects

for both ethnic membership and socioeconomic status.

Socioeconomic Status and ZyBosity
,

For all of the achievement tests there was a strong effect

for socioeconomic status and no effect for zygosity. Monozygotic

twins and dizygotic twins did not vary in any systematic way on
4-

the achievement tests. There was however,the now familar

socioeconomic status group difference with the upper class per2

forming higher 'than the middle socioeconomic status class which

performed higher than the lower socioeconomic status group.

When we examine the scores on the abiJity test the pattern
\

waS somewhat different. Again socioeconomic status'had a main

effect with the upper group.out-performing.the midpe group

out-performing the lower group. However, for eacIltke.

sdciPomic status groups the monozygotic twins tended to-

score higher on the intelligence test than Aid the dizygotic

f
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twins. This difference being particularly apparent in the

upper so.cioeconomic status group where the mean for the

monozygotic twins was 121.95 and the mean for the dizygotic

twins was 113.12. (This difference is significant at the

.05 level) . There is as far as I know, no theoretical rational

in thelliterature t.t) \explain the observed difference.

Sex and Zygosity

Analysis of the scores by sex and zygosjty revealed an

interesting pattern with sCx being a significant main effect

(or ail of the achievement scores (except the mathematic tests)

with females having higher scores Chan males. For the ability

tests the pattern was somewhat reversed as there was no signifi-

cant_ sex difference with males and females having approximately

, the same score. There was however, a significant effect for

zygosity with.monozygotic twins having significantly higher

scores than dizygotic twins.

The analysis of the scores by ethnicity and zygosity
4

revealed a significant main effect for ethnicity for all of

the achievement tests and no significant effect for zygosity.

On-the Coopertive Primary Reading Test the white twins

(monozygotic and -dizygotic) had higher scores than did the

STanj_sh-surname twins who-in turn had higher scores than the

black twins.. The same pattern was:fbund' in tht- Comprehensiv'e

Test of Basic Skills scores with the white monozygotic an'd

dizygotic twins having higher.scores than the Spanish-surname

twins who in turn had higher scores bhan the black twins.
A
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Heritability

ii is interesting to note that out of the eighteen nossibl

heritAbility ratios we were able to cOmpute only fifteen. In

two cases the cor elations-for the dizygotic twins were higher

Chau those for the monozygotic twins thus making an interpreta-

tion of a heritability co-efficiently meaningless. (See Table 28).

in one case,(the lower socioeconomic status white group) there

was only one set of monozygotic twins thus making any comparison

impossible. In addition, there were two cases in which

there were only two s'ets of twins in one of the groups (white

lower socioeconomic status group) thus making the comparisons

meaningless. We were therefore left with fifteen comparisons,

four of them on the ability tests. Ia general.the :variation in 11\N

was quite large. For the achtevement tests heritability rat:jos

vary from a .03 to a high of .82 for the black group on the

Comprehensive Test of Basic'Skills. Both the highest and lowest

,heritability ratios were found within the black grbilp. (The .03

on ,the Cooperative Primary Reading Test the lower socioeconomic-

status black group and the .82 on the Comprehensive Test of

Basic Skills found for the upper middle calss black group) . This

sample thus does not show the restriction of variance,wthat has

characterized other s,tudies having a.wide variety of heri,tability

ratios. On the ability tests the black group tended to show

the higtiest heritability ratio for the upper middle group and

4*.the lowest fo, r the lower group: _The number'of twins' involted, 'w
l'evi

. 90, . ": z -, : ,

in each of-these sample's was quite. low and. thVrefote:,the,se. -"'
.,

,
results must be looked at with'some caution. The fitgibiiiii-'

. '4 V IP
za,
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A repeated measures analysirs of variance was done tor each

of the cases where twins had received forms rand 2 of the

same test. The resulting sample, was quite small (about_ )7.)

and may therefore not be represeAtative of the population. The

results of these analyses are presented in Table 29. Overall

gains in mean scores are indicated as positive mean differ-

ences and losses are indicated as negative mean differences.%

There was no significant :icrease,or decrease for any,of'the

tests and in some cases gains had been made.

.,Bearing in mind the possible nonrepresenvtiveness of the

sample, the results are interesting in view of the cumulative

deficit hypothesis. Por the 'small number of Black twins for

whom repeated test scores were available there were' decreases

in scores (on the average) from test time one tO test time'

two for the CPRT 12A, the CTBS Q Reading, the CTBS Q Math, and
^

the CTBS R Read. 'However there were increases in scores on the

average from time one to time two for the CPRT,23A at the CTBS

R-Math tests. None of these ch.anges were significant though

the numbers involved were sometimes small. If there is a

cumulative deficit-effect that occurs, the effect was not'

demons fro fed by the twins in this sample Over a one year school
period .

64A
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TABLE 29.

Repepted Measuyes Analysis of Variance

Test
Form

A

Total

12A
Mean
Diff

.N

CPRT

23A
Mean
Diff

N

Population 9.37 38 9.53 -17

By SES
Upper Middle 12.58 19 1210 11
20W SES 6.16 19 5.0 6

By Ethnic.
Membership
Black -12.17 6. .3.12 8,

'Spanish Surname 15.82 11 8.0 i
White 9.75 20 16.12 8

Zygo-S-ity

'Mono 20.64 14 -10-00 5
Dizygotic 2.79 24 17.67 12

CTBS

B-Read Q-Math R-Read R-Math
Mean N Mean N Mean N 'Mean N
Diff Diff '. Diff Diff

-5.63 30

.25 12
-9.5418

-7.64 .14

-4.10 10
-3.50 t4

:2.22 9
-7.10 21

64B

A 4

-4.17 23 -4.34 73 -1.76 59

-1.00 5 -.79 19 -3.57 14
-5.06 18 -5-.59 54 -1...20 45

-7.00 11 .-4.55 38 .94 34
-1.44 9. -3.52 27 -6.43
-4.0.00 1 -7.25 4 2.00 2.

1:66 6 -4.30 24 -4..48 21
-6.24 17 -4.33 49 -,26 30

.411"
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ratios for socioeconomic status also tended'to vary considerably

with a low .05 t ) a high of .77. For the ability test, herita-

+.

. bility ratios co iputed were considerably lower.than those

previously reported in literature and alsd tended to vary

considerabl.y. it is particularly important to note that this

variability in.the heritability ratios does not co-exist with a

restricted range,of varianCe that has been given as an explanation

in many preiouS studies.

Univariet analysis for 149 twins for whom we have complete

'data was do e. Significant main effect for ethnicity (eliminating

socioeconom c .status was fpund) . On the ability test the intev

action was hiso significant.

Conclusions

In general terms, what is meaningful about the results

of this study? The study confirmed that extrapolating from

heritability scores for one population to heritability scores

for another population_is an extremely risky business. As you

will'hote from the various tests, heritability ratios varied

with the tests used (note the differences both between Lhe
,t1

achievement tests and within the achievement test battery,

-. the ability tests for each of the groups) . The general difference

o1 ;t4n to fifteen points for.the intelligence scores that has

been reported between the black and white pobulai-ion seems

in thfs study, to be as ascribable to socioeconomic sCatus factot

'as Lo ethnic membership. The number of minority grotiv mebbers

in the lower socioeconomic status group would tend Eo bia,thd

65
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observed difference in favor of white groups.

In an interesting article in- Science, (1977)- ington

pointed out that intelligence tes,ts may be biased.in favor of

the majority groups :in the population and he concluded there

is a test bias which is inversely Wroportiorial to the groups

representation in the base population. Since miriority groups

were included, but did not form an equal- proportion of the

population tested in norming ability tests,-the obse'rved differ-

ences in scores may be due to this systematic type of bias.

On the basis of this tudy, one ca'see it is dangerous to

extrapolate from an overall population statisticjof .80 herita-.

bility (for the white middle clas:S group) to any other ethnic,

group or socioeconomic status group. Even the white middle

class group in this study did not tend to show the same high

level of heritability that has been cited'in other stuA
1

(having a high heritability .35),. Also note that,the numbe of

white twins -was,. numerous, monoygotic twin Pairs numbcring

thirty and Ilizygotic twin pairs numbering forty,seven.

In a study of cross racially adopted children in the

Mitinesota area Scarr (1970- found black Crildren adopted inCo
4

white rwiddle calss home, tended to have intelligence quocierlt

sscotes up to ten points higher than would be predieted on the,
,

basIs Of.their- own natural parent. ethnic and socioeconotiiic

stAtus_gtovp. ,These children thus, were closer to the.white
e'M1

-v -.Average than to the blackaverage and Scarr'concluded that-
,

,t

,
-

'blat7.k 'Children haVe' not b'een .adequately tested on the.skills in

sr-
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their areas of knowledge and that the black population may

have a suppressive environment in relationship to school tests

and intelligence quotient scores.

It should be noted that knowing a persons ethnic member-

ship reduces your error in estimation of their intelligence

quotient ,score by only 67. This shows the inappropriateness

of.attempting to apply poOulation statistics to-tan individual.

Heritabilityratips show .only the phenotypic estimate of

inteltigence and not the uilderlying genetic ability for intelli-

gence. It is erroneous to assume that even if h2 was 1.0, there

would be no environmental effect. As an example, consider the;

situation cited by Lesser (1976). Mark Twain had said boys

under twelve shothd be raised in a barrel and fed throug'h a

bunghole on the side. One could easily'imagine such a group of

boys who would have the genetic variation of intelligence along

the continuum of 40 to 10.0 intelligent quotient points. However,

being raised in this res,Cricted envii7onment with little stimula-

tion, it is easy to see that the scores or all the boys would

be clustered at tpe lower end of the ability cont.inuum and show

a phenotypic score\of approximately 40. Sinee there would be

little variatkon,among 'the scores du.e to environmentaljnpnt

7'
it would be erroneously conel,nded that enVironment had 116 .effecru

.

upon the scores. This,was obviously false ,since,it was the'
-

-onv.ironmentwhich 17OduCed this extreme. effect. The effect'wasH..,
1

so tiniform and sup essive that it redUc'ed-q1 sz..artabiliOr'
. .

)v0hat (hen isjile p6rpose..of..d4kng's0'dies.9n,herip4biiiy

41'
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of intellecual traits in Che human population? To quote

Scarr, (1977), one i)urpose is to gain a-fuller understanding

of human behavior; seconU purpose is La- give us diagnast*

clues and a respect .f.or individual differences; a thirdfis.to

examine implications for.intervention systems with environmental

implications, rather than laying a guilt trip upon lowerzsocio7

cconamk: status families as to a lack of environmental stimula-

tion or repressive environment. Emphasis should shift to more

.specific effects such-as Hie effects of child abuse, hunger,

number of siblings, etc., and it is important to determine-which

40
aspects of these are important. Recent wo\k by Zajonc (1976)

would indicate that 'the number of prior siblings in the family has

has a direct influe:nce upon the intelligence scores of children

in that family, so that in large families intelligent quotient

scores tend to be somewhat lower than in,!smaller families.

Populations within the liger socioeconomic class tend to have

higher rium ers of siblings than do those in the upper and middle

socioeconomic\class.
\\

Criticisms of the Study

,.,: ,Despite 'the hlkh.promise of the area, data were collected

on coiliparably reW sets'o -twins - a total of_1,248 twins. Data. ,

,,
were not'epMplte-toi.,all 0t,these twins for each of the tests.

,A0ore cbmrehensive sudy would .hiye entailed examining the
l

jd!Vii0T 'high:school, anstkiligh.'s'chool population for whom there

ii A .considerOly grbater body of information,avallable. The,J
4.%

L04s,Angeles Uniied Sohoo1 District testing programs has
.;

.k 0
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7mandated recomtliended scholastic appitude test'in 6th, 7th,

and lOth grades. In 1970-3 the Lorge-Thorndike was administered

to grades 6 and 12 in most of the school districts. Therefore,

academic records for the children in the 1979 school year

would contain' more data on ability tests as well.as on achieve-

44,ment tesk

Another criticism that could be leveled at this study was

use of zygosity as determined by parental information or the

Nichols scale. If zygosity had been determined by other than

blood smaptes it would be advisable to offer this service to

parents. in any future study. An additional recommendation would

be...-Ulat parents be contacted initially requesting their per-

mission to utilize scores for their children annonymously.4

Despite the small nlim,11 r of Oriental, American Indian, and other

twins found in this sample, a larger sample reflecting the total

school population might contain an adequate number of these twins

to permit analysis. On the plus-side, this study is one of the few

that makes a comparison between groups other than black-white

groups and it contains data for both achievement and ability

tests.

Th1 study cbuld andshould be continued. Data from the
, ,,.

Stockton area should be analyzed. A repeated measure analysis,

of vari-ancesfor:,the,CPRT is in Trogress and will become an
,

0 ,
-. addendum to this report:9' ,

-. ,,
/

The-veS'ults of the,stbdy varST strikiiigly-from previous
i\ , 0,), . .8

studi-46:6f herltabilixy butcoqfirm the often reported eChnic

t
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'a.

and socioeconomic class difference in achievetlint and ability.

ScoreS. The latex finding,tends to lend support to the validity

of the 4PrMey finding that heritahAility varies for e.ach

population according to the measure used.

7 0
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P
, in this Area.-

-

5) The use.pfta. cbmputeP generated-list of children having t*
samelast.name, bi'rthdate, 'arlA home address has been

1discusapd. Hpwever,,zehis,information was nOt current,ly

available in the district office,

(63- This statement was pot quite accurate. The black and

white twin groups were proportional to-the number of'persons

of these groups in, the,digtrict2. However'Oriental and

MexiCan American groupg were under-r.epresented'in the twin
.

-samPie,'probably due to the,lower rate of paining in these

populations.

(7) -StateMentabout the zyusity of twin sets .1.41supplied by

.the schools when it w"as 'a paTt their 1-e'cOr'd.' In,other
., - A i , P.

cases., a-queStionaire methdd of determining-zygosity, wag.
'..,

,4 .

,

.
.

1

11§ed either by twin parenta or .by the sichool'personnel to
,

determine zygosiFy. The questionairelai'ch concerne

ph.SiCal stimilaritY, was develoVed by Nichols and:Brobro

0(19q5) and they'reported that about 957 of 'all caes c.14

be'diagnsed*i their ruleg wieh greater 'than 9Q% accuracy.
. .. .,

, "...
. , 4. ,

.(SeeVkgpendix,,C for copylof t6 ,questionaii-e)., Y '

/ .
4

-1, I . ,

(0, Stockton data was,c011eete4i1 but h.a not.been. an'aiyzed du4 s

. ' . r

. , to some problema in, .PrograMing.
4 .

4.
/

:\
A .

,
, .

,
. _...., ..,\

. ,
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(9) A re'peated mQasure at-al Lys' s -of varimnee has bciesi compAe tied
an(L Ii he .appended
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CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVH:SITY LOS AN(NiES

HAI) 11\;I\ I IN I) I )RIV1 [0:-, AN( ,1 ALUt.)Rm,Aoot.)3..),

TO: Administrators of Elemerary Schools

1/2

QOAN-9

March 5, 1975

FROM: Dr. Patricia M. Hodges, Professor
Department of,Psychology

SUNECTz STUDY OF TWINS SPONSORED'HY THE SPENCER FOUNDATION

The .I,os Angeles Unified School District has been asked to particill.
pate iw.a study of all twins (identical and fraternal) enrolled in
tho 436 elementary schools in grades 2 to 6. This .stAkly has been
approved by the District Committee .on Research Studies; and the
13oard of Education has taken action permit the school
-district to accept a portion of a grant f?bm the.Spencer Foundat1 o41
supporting this research. As in all.research studies of this
rlature, school participation is voluntary. All schoOls and par-
ticipants are anonymous.

The purpose.of this seudy is to' investigate the relati lip be-
tween heritability and environment as they relate to inte

t

ligence.
Currehtly, some.major figures in the area have stated tha, the
greater,,Fortion'of intelligence is.determined by genetiC factors
(80%) ah.c.1 that environmental4factors have much less-influence ('20%).
Recent w6rk has led us to-conclude that Ihi.s figure'underelipmates
the influence of the environment.

This study is a'Ireplication of the Scarr-Salapatek study conducted m
in the Philadelphia public schools.: .The Scarr-Salapatek study was

\the only one which hasAproduced evidencewto contrast with the re-
search of Arthur Jeq,sien.(University of California, Berkeley) and
V0.11iam Shockley (Stanford University). This proposed study has
majOr significance to the research comMtvgit in that'no. twin data \1 \

'have been reported for some of the populations that will_ be studied.
.

.

Pupil information will be gathered from each pupil's Cumilative
record using a form which'vill be provided by thse researchers.
PrinCipalsmay. wish to have\only the school's cle,?cal staff,search

and thus each individual chirq is protected. The Sp ncer Foundation

\the records for.the data. '1V.S. data iS.to be colle ted anonymously, .

,is prepared to reimburse the SO-loOl clerical staff on an overtime
basis for time spemt in obtaini\ng,this data.- Necessary materials
for, this t;tudy are schedulfa to rrive in the schools the'.week. of
March 31, 1975.

,

Your Participation is entirely Vol6ntary. We hope th'at-u will
\consider the subject. mattei of sufficient'impOrtance'to warrant

our stipport and-active paricipation. QUestions regarding this
in study should' be directed.to Dr; Patricia Hodges, 224-3841.

."i
Plea e,return the enclosed form in\he pre-addressed envelope by,

MARCJI -17, 19.75.

4" ,
r

*IN
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CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY LOS ANGELES

IAIT tINIVI II T tII\' I ANCIApAcAtil oRNIA,}00.y.,

Administrators of Elementary Schools

FROM: Dr. Patricia M. Hodges.
Depart-Anent of PsyChology

c,

SUBJECT: &TtIfiY OF TWINS SNSORED BY THE SPENCER FOUNDATION

I I will participate in this study.

There are no twins enrolled in. this school:

[] I do not wish to participate in this study.

Check here- if you need additional information prior to
116king a decision.

, If you, are participating in this study, please indiCate how'
-many sets Of twins are enrolled in your.school.

Principal' ,Signat

Date

sets of twins

4.

School Area -

, "
.9 0 4 N.

.Nt 1.",t1 \ ;41 \ I N'I1 \
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IMPORTANT: READ F IRST

PLEASETILt IN THEAATA.SHELTS'AS ACGURATECY ASASSIBLE. USE THE LETTER.
.

,1941ND I bATE 1DEN1 1CAL 'JW INS AO THE. LETTER "N" TO INN CATE NON,- IDENTICAL

TILi-CDMULATIVE RECORDS FOR A TWIN .SET DO NOT HAVE,. A DECLARATION

GLOGOSITY. (IDENTICAL OR NON-IDENTICAL TWIN.sr4 6sy_ A "?"-:---USE THE LETTER

41" TO INDICATE A MALE TWIN AND 1HE'LOTER "F" T6 INDICATE-A' FEMALEJWIN.
,

U.SE THE FOLLOWING CODE TO INDICATE ETHNICITY:_

. 1(1 ) AMER1 CAN I ND IAN

(?) FLACK
.(3) ORIENTAL .

(A) SPANISH SURNAME,.

FIOPINO YOTHER MINORITIES
(6) WHITE 'OtHLW THAN SPANISH SURNAME)

PLLASE LISI 1WIN SE1S STARTING WITH LOWE:ST GRADE FIRsr. TEST DATES ARE

,LlS1LD IN.A MOST RECENT TO MOST DISTANT ORDER THUS FOR YOUNGER PUMS-

IT WILL DE NtCESSARY TO.USE ONV THE FIRSTSHEETS. PLEASE GIVE RAW 5CORES

NOI PERCENTILES FOR ALL TESTS:"

axampi e : Data recorded in -the cummul ati ye 'file., for. the

Coofperative P:rimary' Reading Test in 1973 for a student would
;. 2 read,: 23ARSO.. This means:Form 23A, Reading 'Score 13. The'

13 would ,t)e reurded on_ the Data Shedt under 1973 Group Test
. Reading..

4

INDIVID(LAL INTELLIGENCE TEST SCOREAS SHOULD BE ENTEREI) ON THE LAST PAGE'..

.d.

IF THE TWINS HAVE BEEN TESTED MANY TIRES, ENTER THESE DATA'ON..THE REVWE

4SIDI-, AO GIVE- THE NAME OF' THE TE!ST AND THE SCORES':

THE PRINCIPAL:MUST CHEEK ONE OF .THE BOXES ON THE LAST SHEET AND .SIGN HIS"

OR HER NAME

THANK YOU FOR ALL YOURIT6T

2
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CALIFORNIA STA-1h UNIVERSTI-Y IDS /ANGELES

Ii !-,1,\ I UNIVI II n I )1;1\ I 1, ),:\f\k I !. lioRNIA,,z,

Ma y 1 2 , 1. 9 7

Dear Principal:

Ve want.to Lake 'tills opportunity to thank you for youi:
pation in the research study of twins conducted in the Los
Anyele:3 Unified .School District. MaCny of the pupil daLl forms
were returned without indicating whether the twins are nentical
or rroh-identical; thexefore, we are asking your coope,ration in
det.ermining this information.

Two suygested methods for determining this infomation are:

PhdaviA.ask'the parent if the twins are identical.

2, Ask the _lmool nurse to complete the form after examining.
the twins.'

1

The form containing th, suggested questions is enclosed. 'Please
indicate on-thiS form the methOd by,which thj-s data was collected.

411 Thank you for your coopeirnion in this rese4rch study.. We will
appreciate your returning thi-s form in the pre-addre,sed envelope.

:::dms

-Enclosure

4

-1

Si:ncerely,,

Patricia.M. Jlodges, Ph.D.
Associate Professor_
Departm,ent of Psy'qhologY
TelephOne: 224-4110

,

0,1

I (-Ai ){,,,,NIIA si .\11 (ANIvi ANI )k

Pr'



1.

Do the twins hovu-hwir, ftat is
di.tivetty difUorent, in color? I

"

Do 't tvi i s haV (3 h 1:1 th.a

diF.;tinet.ly different in eurlinemr?

3) Do t hi :twins have hair that is
-(1.:..tincti diffOrent in textUre?
slightly ,, 1, ,,

-

1 To -On twins have
di.stinc%ly different eye col,or?
slii.ghtly

0,

Y N
Y N.

Y N

Do Lhe tviln$ have a
height difference of .3 inches or more? Y N

I
Y

o the i iff in we ight, by if; poundc or more?6 .
Do you-frequently mistake the twins for one another? Y

,

_Dcl. close frienc0 frequentY pq,st;ike the twAns for one
*ather?'

Unve thu twins commented ti-l'at the parefft7s frequently
. thein for one .another? I N .

r
a

X

I.

<4,

4
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APPENDIX D

*
Letter To The Principal In Regard.

To Contacting Twin Pardnts

a.



*

C A Li k 1:NIA STAVE UNIVERSiTY I LOS ANGELES

\ I I. DRIVE Ii )S AN( ;ELFS CAI IR 1:N1\ otx1.17.

SeptIraber 22, 1975

1

411 DeariPtincipai and Staff:
1

W.349t..

V

6
As yot.Omay -remember, we conducted,a study of all twins.enro ed in the'.
Los Angeles City Unified gchool Districts in grades 2 to'.6' The stud); 2
was approved,by the Distl'ict Committee on Research Studie/t. Epch par-
ticipating school was to be'reimbursed;for.time spent'in/ btaining the,
data. The amount that each school would reeeive was det ined by the
business office of the Los Angeles C4y School District, o be $5:20 per
twin set. If you have not already received this mondY, you should,
receive it soon.

Sinee we used census tfact data-for the school distri t to assign sociw- ,

economic status, we have run into a problem. We app pntIy have-only 11
,sets of white twins who attend school in beloW avera e sOcio-economic ,

class areas. If this is not corredt, a biased samp would result. . For
this reason, we now have to cotitact individual hOme of twins and aAk
ttle occupation and number of years of schoolingtfo the parents. Under

. Ihe Family Educational Ri.ghts and Privacy AcE1of,1 74 (identified as
PL-93-380 and amended by PL-93-568), dfirectory in orniation.for the dii-.

,

trict may be released after the District ha, publ cly fdentifiea the cate-
t

gories of such information and provided the paie t With a reasonable oppor-
tunity to reply. The District has recoMtended ( ut not required) that

4 Oeach school have s ch a directory list.' ee t rform from District Supe-
intendent Taylor' ffice.) This form is repro uced on, the.reverse side
of this lettex. Since the District'has indicat d that such idformation
is to be available to the public,'we would app eciate'your giving us the
following information foi each Xwin set: Pare ts' na*, address and tele-
phone number.

. c

e.
-,..

If you have any qu4stions about this, please all mA (224-3810) or askfthe District Office. f.

We would appreciAe,yOur filling in the encl sed form at your wrliest con-
venience and we assure'you that all daea we. ollect is confideneial and is

1

.

repotted anonymously.
. ,

: I
,

Sincerely,

t 0" 4

Patricia M. Hodges, Ph. D.
Associate Professor
Departmeot of Psychology

Enelysure
. PHH/ob

DIE CAOIKIR4L4 SIATE UNIVERSITY MO ctiLEGES
F

A
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'APPENDIX E

a. v.

LeLters Sent To Parents



Date

1

.Dear Parenti

I am curAntly engaged in a st y of twins and,I would like to
,

.

obtain some information.about our. twins. The purpose of the
stu is to-demonstrate that the heritability of intelligence
vari s in different pppula ons. Currently, some major figures,
in the area have stated t at the,greater portion of intelligence
is determined by geneti factors-(80%) and tha*-environmental
factors have much les influence (20%). Recent work has lead
us to conclude that t is Rigure underestimates the influence of
the E.-. ironment. I. order to support this view, it is net6essary
to exam ne school ecords for twins and I am asking your aid in
obtaini g this d a. Please fill in the entIosed postcard,whichasks if you kno if, your twins .are identical or non-identical

, and how this w decidea.' If.you do not know, woUld you please
ariswer thee tw questions on-the card.

!
. N

'Uank you f r your.help in this study, This study \has major
significan e in that the 80% tigure is used to support the
argument hat differences in IQ scores imracial groups are
cauSed genetic factors and that environmental depriviations `\
have l' %le effect.

S' erely,

e.,
9/

17,
4.

, Patricia M.,Hodges
Associate Professor,
Department of Psycholpgy
California State UniversLty,

;.



1) Do you frequently mistake the twins for one another?

2) Do the twins report that the parents frequently mistak
them for one another?

3 Do'the twins have aC-
Height difference Of 3. inches qr,more? f

Heig,ht differeny of 1-1/2nches or mare?A.,,

4) Do the twins differ in weight by 15 pounds or morl .' Y N
i

.5) Do.the twins have:
Distincely different eye color?
Slightly different eye color?

6) Do the twins have hair that isl
Distinctly different in color?,/

j Slightly different in color?

Do the twins have hair that is: -

Dtistinctly different in curliness?
Slightly different in curliness?.

8) Do the twin8 have hair.that is:
Distinctly diffdrent in 'texture?
Slightly different'in texture?

Birth' Date of twins:

Grade of.each twin:

ASchool:

Parent response if contacted: Twins are identical

N

N
Y .N'

Twins nonidentical

r).

Alb



APPENDIX F

Description Of The Achievement Tests
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9. 1

Form 12A:

Form 21A

Form 238

-s

Cooperative Primary

Reading Test (CPRT),

Mean 24:5

Mean 27.7

Mean 36.1

4

SD 9,1

SD 9.5

sa 8.6

Scores for the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skill's (CTBS) arp.

all reported ih percentile ranks.

4


